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A GALA DAY.
Rs ngeley Has a B ig
C ro w d to H o rs e T r o t .

had not held her down she would have un
doubtedly been out of the 2.50 class.
A good start was made in the fourth
heat of the 3 minute race. Prince winning,
with Daisy Morgan 2d, Alero 3d.
TH E 2.40 CLASS.

Before long a distant speck on the snow
covered ice of the lake eastward told them
that he was coming.
In the meantime the body of the old
man, lying on a board in the room where
his coffin had been constructed and stained
in the primitive manner of the time and
place, was placed in its narrow house.
In another crowded room the venerable
widow welcomed the minister. “ I ex
pected to be taken first,” she said, “ but I
was disappointed.” “ Yes, yes, yes,” re
sponded Elder Hunt in accents of sympa
thy which expressed more than words.
Then taking his place near the coffin and
announcing a text of Scripture which had
been selected for the occasion by Deacon
Hoar himself, he spoke the appropriate
word of consolation and hope. Then the*
coffin was placed on a sled and drawn to
the little grave yard on the hill where
Deacon Hoar’ s old neighbor and fellow
pioneer, John Toothaker, Sr., had preceeded him. There, too, have long reposed
the widows of both men; and only one of
the 16 children of both families survive.
John Toothaker, Sr., died suddenly in
Phillips while in conversation with George
Smith near the house of the latter. Sev
eral of his sons, including Elijah and W il
liam, passed away as suddenly.

This was where all the excitement was
Band
C o n c e r t , F ir e w o r k s
and
centered. Everybody was talking about
D a n ce in t h e E v en in g , E n jo y e d
this race and by the time the drivers came
b y AIL
up for the first time everybody was on
their feet to see them.
After scoring
Last Saturday was a gala day for
several times away they went, Cavalier at
Rangeley. A sort of a second Fourth of the pule, Baby Lambert, 2d, Roxie B.,
July and State Fair combined. On ac
3d, the two latter being pacers and both
count of the bad weather on the Fourth,
had records way down in the 30 list. It
it was thought best by the committee to
looked bad for Roxie B., being third
have the races on Saturday. Thirty dol
horse, but she came in first on the home
lars was added to the 2.40 class which
stretch, Baby Lambert 2d and Cavalier
made the purse $60 aud as this class was
3d. Time 2.46.
the one on which about ali the excitement
The fourth heat of the green horse race
centered, it was thought that it would be
Maud B. had the pole and second time up
highly interesting. And it was. The ex
they got the word. A t the finish Maud
cursion arrived from Farmington and
B. came 1st, Black Lightning, 2d, K itty
way stations about 12.30 with the Far
P., 3d, Robert S. 4th. Time 3.05.
mington Band on board, and which gave
In the second heat of the 2.40 race, word
a concert in the square at one o ’clock.
was given the second time up, but as the
A t about this time the crowd was head
driver of Roxie B. did not hear it he pul
ing toward the park, and for an hour it
led her down and she came in 3d, Cavalier
was a steady stream of teams.
1st, and Baby Lambert 2d. Time 2.46.
AT T H E P A R K .
The fifth and last heat of the green
The races were called for 2 o ’clock, but horse race closed with Maud B., 1st,
“ The deacon seat” most familiarly
it was nearer 3 when the word “ g o ” was Robert S., 2d, K itty P., 3d, and Black
known to the Rangeley people of old was
given in the first heat of the 3 minute Lightning 4th. Time 2.50. The race was
that, humorously so called, in the camps
class. The horses in this class were: won by Maud B.
of the lumbermen; but there was in the
Daisy Morgan, pole, Prince, 2d, Alero, 3d.
In the third heat of the 2.40 class Cava
old red schoolhouse a seat similarly named
After scoring several times the word was lier was in the lead, Baby Lambert, 2d,
by Aunt Mary Toothqker because Deacon
given, Daisy Morgan holding her position Roxie B., 3d. Time 2.42.
Hoar and Squire John Toothaker always
to the finish, Prince, 2d, Alero, 3d. Time
In the fourth heat the order was chang
sat there together at the Sunday meet
2.55.
ed, Baby Lambert came first, Cavalier 2d,
ings. It was the lowest one of the sloping
Next came the first heat of the green Roxie B., 3d. Time 2.46.
row of benches near the door and the one
horserace, with the following starters:
The fifth heat was a close one between
most likely to be selected by the humbleRobert S.. pole, Black Lightning, 2d, Cavalier and Roxie B., both horses doing
minded worshiper.
Maud B., 3d, K itty P., 4th. As both their best to come in first, but Cavalier
On the rear and uppermost benches, sa
drivers and horses were somewhat green came under the wire just ahead and won
cred to the big boys and girls who a t
at the business they came down several the race. Time 2.42.
tended the winter schools, sat, on Sun
times, but after a while they came neck to
There was a good crowd at the track
days, Squire William Toothaker, Squire
neck and away they went. Robert R. and everybody seemed to enjoy themselves.
John Dodge (also Dr.) and Capt. Nehemiheld the lead till finish and Black Light Wheeler’ s Band, of Farmington, played
ah Kimball, all of whom belonged to the
ning 2d, Maud B., 3d, K itty P., 4th. between the heats. It was about 7 o ’clock
choir, sometimes led by Elijah Welch, but
before
the
races
were
finished.
Time 2.55.
often going pretty much on its own hook.
The judges were: E. L. Toothaker,
The second heat of the 3 minute class
The principal soprano was Miss Esther
was won by Prince, Daisy Morgan, 2d, David Haley, Geo. Haley, Jerry Lowell.
Kimball. The singing wa^ improved after
Alero, 3d. Time 2.53. In this heat they
IN TH E E V EN IN G .
a term of instructiion by Warren Whitney
came np first time; in good shape and got
About 7.30 the band , gave a concert at of Phillips, and a previous one by Mr.
the word. Prince and Alero were at the the Rangeley Lake House. Fireworks Welch. The notation of the latter in
wire about the same time, but Alero made were sent off in the square opposite the cluded the old-fashioned “ law ,” “ faw ,”
a skip and the judges gave the heat to old site of the Rangeley Lake House and etc. And for his day. Elijah was regarded
Prince.
the day closed with a dance which was as au fait in musical matters.
In the second heat of thh‘ green'[horse well attended.
I don’ t think I have encountered in my
race Robert S. and Black Lightning came
There was a good crowd on the train
neck and neck first time round. A t the from Farmington. In all it was a great later days anything in the way of fruit
finish R ob’ t S. and Maud B. made a good day for Rangeley. Everything passed off quite so delicious as the_ abundant rasp
spirt and R ob ’ t. S. got the lead and won quietly and everybody had a good time. berries, blueberries and hazel nuts of
Rangeley. The heat and toil of the har
the second heat. Time 2.50.
Come again.
vest field were greatly ameliorated by such
1n the third heat of the 3 minute class
word was given the second time up with
RANGELEY R E COLLECTIONS.1 of them as grew in the nearby hedges.
Bluebei’ries were not so conveniently at
Prince at pole.
The first time round
BY AN OLD L A K E R .
hand, but abundant in various outlying
Alero took lead at the wire, but Prince
It was a sharp morning in a winter of sections, especially near old Saddleback.
was forcing him bad. It was a close race
between Prince and Alero, but Prince the early 40’ s and the many relatives and Strawberries were very scarce on these
managed to get under the wire just a lit neighbors of Luther Hoar had sssembled newly tilled fields, and when Dan Quimby,
tle ahead, and owing to Alero’ s bi'eaking at his old home over-looking the lake to the younger, after filling up with them,
wontonly sat down and rolled over on a
on the back side of the track he was .set pay the last tribute of love and respect.
He had hewn from the forest early in patch of unpicked ones, he was pointed
back to third position. Time 2.50.
The third fyeat of the green horse race the century the farm whereon he had lived out by other boys as a quite hopeless van
tvas a little exciting. After scoring sev and died an old man. He would have re dal. High bush cranberries, which grew
eral times they finally came up all in line mained, longer but for a fall in his barn along the Kennebago stream, were much
and a good send-off was made, R ob’ t. S. and the resulting injury which -hastened esteemed for their delicate flavor. So
were the little white, egg-shaped berries
at pole. Maud B. took lead at first time his end.
He had asked that his old friend, Elder of the running moxy vine with their blendround and held it the rest of the way.
When on the last quarter Maud B ’ s. Hunt of Avon, whence Deacon Hoar had flavors of sweet, acid and checkerberry.
driver pulled her down and Black Light gone as the pioneer settler of the lake wil There were only a few checker berries, or
ning forced her a little to the wire, but as derness, to speak at his funeral, and the ‘ boxberries,” as we called them, but there
it was Maud B. was out of the class of assembled friends were awaiting the de were abundant bunchberries, beautifully
scarlet and with a dull sweet taste. All
green horses. Time 2.56. If her driver layed arrival of the minister.

NO. 8.

these were found on “ mortgages,” or
lands which had been run over by fire. In
the woods were the toothsome dark plums
of the mossewood and the little delicious
sugar pear. There wbre not many cliokecherries, but the wild cherry abounded
and afforded a pleasant, wholesome acid.
We had but faw native apples, but ail
these spontaneons gifts of 'natnre made
large amends for the scarcity of the king
of fruits.
I shall never forget the unexpected dis
covery of a great bed of running raspber
ries near the Outlet of Dodge pond. They
were translucent, of a brighter red than
their bush namesake, and were pleasantly
acid and sweet. They were rarely found.
Perhaps the accomplished botanist of the
R a n g e l e y L a k e s will give her readers
the botanical name of this and the other
wild fruits mentioned here.
T here w ere n o sh a g b a rk s o r oiln u ts a b o u t
the lakes, an d n o t m an y beechn uts, bu t
the sw eet litt le h a zeln u t ab ou n d ed , and
its husks filled m a n y y o u th fu l fin gers w ith
th eir stin g in g spines.

In those days at Rangeley when “ boughten” sugar was a company dainty, we ate
our blueberries with molasses and our
raspberries with thick cream; and blueber
ries and raspberries will never taste so
good again. Mrs. Lem Quimby taught me
that the former combination was much bet
ter than I thought possible, and the wife
of Deacon Lake mixed a bowLof raspber
ries and cream into a symphony o-f color,,
fragrance and palateable daintiness which,
will live as long as memotry.
As I remember the old time fishing a t
Quimby Pond, it was largely done in aweir, or space of water enclosed by a stone
wall, near a spring on the eastern shore.
The early morning catches through the ice,
with salt pork, for bait, was quite up to
the later records with the artificial fly.
But the fishing there was mostly done by
the people of the neighborhood, the Quimbys, Guy Howard, William Ross, Willard
Stevens and “ Bluenose” Davis.
My first acquaintance with the pond was,
I think, in the summer of 1838. David
Quimby and family, which included his ag
ed mother, lived in a log house, near the
present home of his widow, the venablo
and respected “ AuntH appy.” I went out
in a boat with David and his roystpring
nephew, Dan Quimby 2nd.
When vye
got out into deep water the boat tipped,
and uncle David, who was standing, went
into the pond, greatly to the 'amusement
of Dan, to whom the mishap was attribut
ed by his uncle. But uncle David wag a
swimmer and we all reached shore at the
same time. He had probably rforgotten
this incident when a few years later over
by Kennebago stream he waggishly asked a
wet youngster if he “ didn’ t know enough
to keep out of fire and water.”
It makes me feel rather old to recall the
fact that I was a boy guest at the house of
the Raugeleys while they were still living
there. This was probably in 1834. I had
come with the old English squire and his
wife from Phillips in my father’ s “ double
w agon-”
We traveled by the “‘oldroad ,”
crossing a very rocky spur of Mt. Saddle
back, during which the old couple were very
nervous. Good Madame Rangeley made me
a parting gift of a volume profusely illus
trated with pictures of the hand mechanic
arts of her native England before machinery
was moved by steam. Only the ghost of
that book remains in my small collection,
of volumes.
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of Madrid, and a young man from New
P U T T IN G A MAN T O SLEEPS
York, all of the Russell Bros. & Estes Co.,
Haying generally began this week.
were here one day last week. In a very ♦everal W a y s D escribed and N o T w o o f
; !j O nce U sed,
i
T hem A lik e .
Mrs. Coney Allen is improving slowly.
short time they took 17 trout from
to
|A lw ay s Used, i
The
man
who
had
just
taken
gas
and
Haying began in a few places last week. lj^Jbs. and five salmon averaging Ltj'fts.
had a tooth pullod while under its persua
| iswurraw
-TWwrarjwTni
Mrs. Charles Hamlin was in Rangeley each. They were much pleased with their sive influence was sitting in a chair and
catch.
this week.
rubbing the side of his jaw. After t he
blood had stopped flowing ho unbosomed
Howard Oakes is working for Hinkley,
himself ad libitum to the circle of sym
TELLIN G TIME.
Cragin & Field.
pathetic friends.
-----------------------[j
A s G ood
Miss Lena V. Beal, of Portland, will be H o w th e M ind M easures W h e n T here Is
“ I have now been insensible three times
a
i i
from interesting causes, ” he began. “ Once
j A s 'th e B e st. 1 !
in town for several weeks.
N o Clock In Sight.
s
..-J
j
“ Consciousness of the passage of time is I was knocked out in a glove fight, once I
Miss lola Russell and her brother, Por
determined by a consciousness of the se was nearly drowned, fend this time I have
ter, were in town last week.
quence of events.’ ’ This is true as a gen taken gas.”
Miss Kate Adams of Brookline Mass, is eral rule. But the mere number of events
“ What was the difference in the sensa
The Best Treatment for the Face is
the guest of Mrs. Frank Wilbur.
is not the only thing that determines our lions?” asked the man with tho yellow
whiskers.
Mr. A. C. Hall who formerly worked in estimate of the time during which they
“ Quite a good deal,” answered tho vic
the woolen mill is in town for a few days. happen. Time seems long if we attend to tim.
“ I remember that when I was
the succession of events especially. For
S.
G. Haley and Joel H. Byron, went instance,
to
if we are waiting for something knocked out iii a fight that there wero ab
Mr. Haley’ s cottage on Sandy River to happen, because each being more vividly solutely no accompanying phenomena ex- ! A 6 oz. Bottle for 50 Cents.
Ponds for Sunday. Monday they drove to impressed on the mind, in retrospect we ex j cepfc a sudden red flash in my eyes. A
This Lotion will positively cure all facial
aggerate their number and so make the j moment later I found myself sitting on
•Rangeley.
I blemishes.
time seem longer. While, if we are busily I the floor, while they were pouring water
S.
W . Bates has received some fineengaged, we do not notice each change of j on me. The back of my head w a s aching
photographs of several pups he sold from consciousness, and therefore the time |where I had hit the floor, and t h e r e was a
his Kennels. They have grown to be seems short. This is true of long inter j scratch on my jaw under the ear. The
j other fellow had uppercut me as I ducked
vals, but not of short ones.
handsome dogs.
a right hander. His wrist had caught my
The
result
of
some
recent
careful
experi
Mrs. Mary Field, Miss Tina Hamlin,
ments seems to show that for such short jaw, and that was all there was to it. In
Miss Wiggin, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Emery
intervals we have, strictly speaking, no ten minutes I was around as chipper as Of every description, rendering the skin soft
and Miss Blanch Emery of Boston were time sense, but that cmr estimates depend ever. The time I was nearly drowned I
and the complexion clear.
in Phillips to attend the Hinkley-Field upon the feelings of tension, of delay or of experienced all the sensations, I fancy,
Has no equal for
that
come
to
a
man
about
to
die
amid
the
wedding.
arrest, of ordinary physiological functions
waters, and I want to say right now that
Eczem a,
Landlord Matthews of the Phillips and especially of the breathing.
This was tested in tho following way: all this rot of the novelists about sweet
Hotel will do his prettiest Saturday to
music
sounding
in
the
ears
and
the
past
A person’s attention was directed to a
look after the anticipated wishes of the certain interval of time, varying from 6 to life passing before one and the death be
Press Association which takes dinner with 60 seconds. He was then asked to mark ing painless is an infernal lie. There’s
Itc h in g P ile s
him that day.
off an equal interval, beginning at the end no death more terrible. Tho water rushes
into nose and mouth; every breath is a And kindred troubles, checking irritation at
of
the
first.
The
average
error
in
so
doing
The assessors of the village corporation
once and soon effecting a permanent cure.
was 10 per cent of the original interval. cutting, aching wave of liquid agony;
had a meeting Friday afternoon to look
The experiment was then arranged so that your chest seems bursting from the weight
over and examine the contract to be made the second or closing sound of the original o f your lungs, and the feeling is ono of op C h a p p e d H a n d s
with the Phillips water company. It will interval should come at the same “ respir pression and suffering from the moment
be signed in a few days.
atory phrase,” as the first or opening the first drop of water surges into tho
throat to the time you die or are rescued.
The last meeting of the King’s Daugh sound had done. The error was then only This time I have taken gas, and tho sen a u d
D is e a s e s
2-9 jper cent. In a second series of more
ters was postponed until July 17 when the
difficult experiments, conducted on the sations are more like what the story writ
few ;c ; rentiers of this
semi-annual election of officers will occur. same principle, the errors were respect ers say of drowning. I had a good time Yield civil>■ ;
The meeting will be with Alberta Matthews ively 4 per cent and 5-3 per cent. In a while insensible and was just arguing
and a full attendance is requested.
third series, where the attention was pur over a bit of land with a neighbor when I
posely withdrawn from the respiratory and came to and began to spit out chunks of
Redingtoti Notes.
tension feelings, the time judgment was tooth. The after offocts? Well, I have a
pain in my gums and feel sleepy and shaky
Eugene Graffam, who, for a number of utterly confused.— Cincinnati Enquirer.
on my pins. I think I will take a nap
months, has been manager of the boarding
right now.”
The Natives of British Guiana.
house has resigned that position to accept
And the man who had just lost a tooth
And
what
o
f
the
people
o
f
this
interest
a situation on the survey for the Phillips
began a quiet slumber in his chair.—
water works. Mr. Grffam was very much ing country? They number but 287,000, Chicago News.
A P h ysician ’s R ecom m en d ation .
liked by the boarders and his employer, an infinitesimal proportion of what the
P h il l ip s , Me.. April 25, 1896.
area could support. When the Dutch went
Superstition and Old Words.
Mr. N att E l l is ,
Mr. Matthews, and the residents one and
there in the sixteenth century, the forests
Rangeley.
Me.,
Strange medicines are current in the
all, regret that he is to leave.
D ear S i r :—I have usecl Ellis’ Lotion in a
were the home of large tribes of red Indi
cottages
in
the
Dean
forest.
Consumption
case
o
f
B
arber’s
itch
and think it the best o f
Mr. A. L. Matthews, who runs the board ans, who had probably found their way
is doctored with a lichen (Stiota pulmo- anything I ev er used for the purpose. I per
ing house has secured Horace Prescott of from the northern part of the continent naria) growing on the oak, in extreme sonally know of its giving excellen t satisfac
hives and pimples.
Phillips, formerly proprietor of the Moose along the chain of islands across the Carib oases with the ashes of a jay burned in a tion in cases of sunburn,
Yours truly.
bean sea. Now, however, there are soaroelookmeguntic House at Haynes’ Landing,
peat fire. Prematurely born children aro
E . B. CURBIER. M. D.
ly 20,000 aborigines between the Orinooo
as manager. From Mr. Prescott’s record and the Corentyn. The Caribs, the only sustained with hare’s brains; stiff joints
Lots of Others Ju st as Good.
as hotel man, his guests and boarders will warlike and courageous tribe among them, are lubricated with hedgehog’s fat, sores
F or further particulars or circulars address.
have little cause for complaint, with the are praotloally extinct. The few who re with adder’s oil. Convulsed infants are
passed through a parted shrewash, para
treatment they will receive at his hands. main have lost their love of battle.
lyzed cattle through a loop of bramble.
There is no market for slaves such as
Cyrus Goff, Esq., returned from a few
Bread baked on Good Friday will possess
that established by the Dutch nearly 300
Sole M an ufacturer,
vacation in Lewiston, Auburn and Rum years ago on the Orinooo delta, and with healing virtues and will keep good for
seven years.
Pixie fields, pixie caves,
ford Falls.
the cessation of the trade in Indian labor
Rangeley,
ftfaine.
puck pits, attest belief in the primeval
Hon. F. E. Timberlake, with guest and for the Dutch plantations in the Pomeroon sprite bequeathed by the Britons m their
guide, took 27 nice trout from the pond and Essequibo districts the Caribs found successors. “ Lawrence has got him, ” they
u o r y \r Tr ■ •
. r
■'
their occupation gone. They have dwin say of a lazy lad.
last Thursday.
U 0 j i . F d i t i . i . -i
i
dled down to the vanishing point. The di
With some of these faiths tho author ap
Geo A. Proctor and family returned minishing tribes that remain are inoffen
CURES
7 i H E U Tvs A Y i
pears to bo unfamiliar.
On the other
from their Fouth of July vacation, Friday. sive and as shy, too, as the animals whoso
hand, not a few of the provincial phrases
forest habitation they share. They make
25
which they quote are common to other
Dallas.
magnificent boatmen and woodmen,
parts of England. “ She” (heo) ip an obW
arranted.—Bold
Every
e •
threading their way through tho intrica
Myrtie Tibbetts is at home again.
jeoGvo throughout the midlands. “ Her
By W ideaw ake “ U; to d a tc " ..ruggisU aud
cies of the forest with an ease incompreThe little daughter of Mr. and Mrs. hensibli/to the European—a giant tree, a ain’t u-oaJbn o ’ wc—us don’t belong to
General Dealers.
Frank Nile is very sick with whooping fallen trunk, a broken twig, their only she,” Is an authentic Warwickshire utter
••There it goes again ," says Mr. Baoknumber.
ance. “ Terr’ hle," as an intensive adverb, as Mr. Uptodate closes his store door, ‘ that’s
cough.
landmarks. And they know tho rivers as
is equally widespread, though “ terrify,” the tenth sale of ‘M errow ’s Magic Li.dm -nt I
The school in this place closed Friday only the aborigine can know them. From in the souse of ‘ ‘ tickle,” is quite local, as have lost this week just because it is i; . oll rny
them
and
from
the
forest
they
drawr
their
with a picnic in Ruel Wilcox’s grove.
is “ shade” for an open piece of ground shelves. I ’ll send for some ‘M. M. L .‘ ot ones "
food.
Further information and testimonials for
and “ squoyle” for a squirrel missile
The school term was 12 weeks and was
2-cent stamp. Ask your dealer for it.
In the woodlands, when they form a set
taught by Miss Georgia Snow, of Mercer, tlement, they clear a tiny patch and culti “ Crutch” for “ jar” is a corruption of
“ crock,” from the Celtic “ oroq;” ‘ lear”
Me.
________________________
vate cassava, from the root of which they or “ learlike,” “ fasting,” is Elizabethan,
make large, thin cakes, which answer to (German “ loer,” empty). “ Agister,” the
M ooselookm eguntic House.
the white man’s bread. — Macmillan’s collector of fees for pasturage (old French
Mr. and Miss Purvis, of Philadelphia, Magazine.
“ agiser,” to lie down), and “ pannage”
who have been staying at this house for
(“ panis, ” bread), tho charge made for the
several weeks, left for their home Mon
food of wandering swine, are old terms
William’s Address Cards.
day. During the last eight days of their
The address cards of the German emperor both in civil and in canon law. “ Good
stay, Will Porter was guide.
are distinguished only by their great sim ing” on St. Thomas’ day; “ loasing,” for
The Olmstead party of six, arrived Sat plicity. Unlike those of the German no “ gleaning;” “ heft,” to lift; “ spink,” for
neatly executed
urday for a few weeks. Fourteen from bility, which are generally adorned with “ chaffinch;” “ cutty,” for the jenny wren,
are universal.— London Speaker.
crests
and
crowns,
they
are
without
any
Pottsville, Pa., came Saturday, also a
ornament except in plain Gothic letters
par tv from Melrose, Mass.
“ Biggars is generous, whatover his1
T h is O F F IC E
his name, “ Wilhelm, German Emperor and
faults may be. ’ ’
King
of
Prussia.”
The
first
Wilhelm
omit
Loom Lake.
“ Generous? Oh, yes. He’d give away
ted the “ and” betw««m the two titles.
the best and only friond ho had.
Indi- !
Messrs. Russell, of Farmington, Knapp
anapolis Journal.
PHILLIPS LOCALS.
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reality than much better food of which they
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A Cosy Corner for the Ladies.
M rs. Harry P. Dill, E ditress.

Break softly on the shores of Time,
O flowing hours of afternoon!
And set the ripples Of your rhyme
To music of a deathless tune.
For all your grace, O golden day,
Is so elusive and so fair,
I fain would have it fixed for aye,
W here I might turn and find it there.
All pictured in a poem ’s thought,
And tinkling with a m aster’s tune,
W ith all the artist’s color fraught,
Delightful sunny afternoon!

—James Berry Bensel.
Picnic Days.
Among the good things that we owe to
summer is that institution beloved by all
Americans, the picnic, and from tbis time
on until theweather grows too cool for out
of door pleasure, there is hardly any way
in which one can get more enjoyment.
Who first invented the picnic it would
be hard to say, though the first excursion
of which we have record belongs by right
to Noah and his family. It is to be hoped
that Noah was not given to the sin of pride,
still we could not greatly blame him if
such were the case.
When all living creatures save those who
took refuge in the ark were destroyed, and
all who were human on account of wicked
ness, a man may weil be forgiven for
thinking himself “ righteous above others.”
But whatever his character, his family
picnic was of the most exclusive nature,
and one that even New Y ork’ s “ four hun
dred” may well look upon with envy.
It was a trifle long however, and doubt
less the olive branch was a welcome sight.
In the days when man livfed in primitive
style, with only a roof to cover him, and
toiled early and late for mere existence, a
day out of doors found little favor in his
eyes.
But in these closing years of the century
the picnic is not to be laughed at, certain
ly not by those who have to prepare for it.
Now^there are good picnics and picnics
not so good. Somewhere about this time
every little boy and girl is hoping that
next Sunday the superintendent will say
that on such a day a picnic will be held in
such a place, to which place.it is needless
to saythere are always objectors.
From that time till the day of departure
the little folks are full of delightful antici
pations, and being children they are proba
bly realized. Well there was a time when
we also enjoyed such days and in memory
of them will call Sunday. school picnics
good.
Then there are the indiscriminate affairs
when a whole town is enroute for some
where on account of low fare. This is
the bad picnic, which should you be tempt
ed to joiu, you will bitterly repent, since
uncongenial company and a crow d are two
things to be avoided.
But the picnics of which both for pleas
ure and health one cannot have too many
aro those in which you have the company
most desired.
It may be just one’ s own family and
when children are young this is exceeding
ly agreeable, or a number of families which
are intimately acquainted find it pleasant
to join forces.
It would perhaps be hard to say why
plain bread and butter acquires such a rel
ish when eaten in the open air, with in
quisitive insects waiting to inspect it
should you lay it down, but we know that
such is the ease.
Some of the most delightful picnics I ’ve
ever known were impromptu affairs, such
food as was on hand was hastily packed,
and perhaps supplemented by a call at
some convenient grocery. This by the way
is a capital plan where there are children,
for tho mysterious parcels that Paterfamil
ias brings with him from the 9tore, are
far more enjoyed both in anticipation and

For most excursions which preparations
should not be elaborate, hut ample they
must be because whatever else is left at
home it is never an appetite.
It often-times devolves upon one or
tw o to make all arrangements and the rest
have nothing to do but enjoy themselves,
but one thing every person should carry a
large store of, that is, good nature, and you
may be certain that whoever is left out
of future picnics it will never be the one
who was cheerful under all circumstances.
If anyone has any- suggestions to offer
as to getting the most out of a picnic the
Corner is at their disposal. Old directions
for cooking a hare began thus, “ first catch
your hare,” and so we would say to all the
good people who read this, first decide that
you will have a picnic, and then any advice
that is given may be the “ fitly spoken”
word that exactly suits your needs.
Success in Canning FruitN ew England Homestead.

Select good, sound fruit for canning,
never use shriveled or withered fruit. If
you raise your own fruit do not let it get
too ripe before picking it. It is best for
canning just before the mellow stage, for
if over-ripe the flavor is not so delicate
and much of the juice is destroyed. Small
fruit, such as berries, cherries, etc., should
be picked early in the day, as soon as the
dew is off, and canned immediately. Be
fore cooking the fruit see that the jars are
clean and that the rubber and cover for
each jar fit perfectly. Do not risk a jar of
fruit with a poor rubber. If the rubbers
are hard and stiff, soften them by soaking
in ammonia water; if this does not soften
them, it is best to buy new ones. Fill the
jars with hot water and put them in a
basin of hot water and set them on the
stove. Cook the fruit in a granite ware
or a porcelain-lined kettle and stir with a
silver dr wooden spoon. Weigh the fruit
and sugar. Use the best grade of sugar.
The quantity depends upon the acidity of
the fruit.
The general rule is to allow
lb. of
sugar to 1 fix of fruit, though some fruits
require more and others less. Make a
syrup of sugar and enough water t o dis
solve it, let the syrup boil and remove the
scum, then add the fruit and allow to boil
slowly until a straw will pass through
them. Stir carefully from the bottom to
insure their cooling evenly. Cook only
enough fruit at a time to fill tw o jars.
Cooking a large quantity at time injures
the shape of the fruit. When the fruit is
ready to can, empty the boiling water out
of the jars and fill immediately with the
boiling fruit. This can best be done by
using a funnel and a small milk dipper.
The jar must be full. If an\r air bubbles
are seen, pass the spoon down the side of
the jar and bring them to the top and
burst. Wipe off every particle of fruit
that may have been spilled on the outside
of the jar, put on the rubber and cover
and screw down as tightly as possible.
Wring a small towel out of warm water
and wrap around each jar, then lift them
carefully out of the boiling water and set
them on a table, out of the draft to cool.
When cold tighten each jar with a small
wrench. Turn them gently upside down
and let remain three or four hours. If at
the end of that time no juice exudes from
the covers, your work is well done. If,
however, the slightest moisture is seen on
the outside, the cooking process must be
done over.
To prevent apples, pears, peaches and
such fruit that require paring, from turn
ing black, put them in cold water as soon
as pared and let remain until ready to
use.
Canned fruit should be kept in a cool,
dry, dark place. Boxes with closely fit
ting covers raised from the cellar floor by
blocks under the corners and lined with
brown building paper, are nice for keeping
canned fruit in.
When you have trouble starting the
fruit jar cover dip the cover in hot water

I

fo r a s h o rt tim e, d ry it and it w ill m ove
easil\r.

___________

What Might Have Been.
W hen Adam walked the garden round,
And woman was not known,
His maker said, “It is not good
For man to live alone.”
But if the Lord had known what woes
That man through Eve should find,
Perhaps on sober second thought,
H e might have changed his mind.

Ice water can be kept cold several hours
by cutting two thicknesses of heavy
brown paper of sufficient size and suitable
shape to enclose the pitcher or jar, and
tying over the top. Between these place
a thick layer of cotton batting, bring all
up over the top and tie closely. It just
occurs to me that if the water was put in
self-sealing glass cans it would be still
better, but I never tried it.
The temperature of a room can be lower
ed several degrees in a short time by
wringing a sheet so it will not drip from
ice or very cold water, and throwing it
over a clothes horse. If renewed often the
change is soon apparent. This is a very
simple and effectual way of cooling the air
of a sick room and is very refreshing to
the patient, often inducing sleep without
the use of narcotics.
Applications of pounded ice will check
profuse and dangerous hemorrhages. The
irritation in children induced by teething
is often alleviated by placing small bits of
ice in the mouth; they allay thirst, soothe
the inflamed gums and are apparently
greatly enjoyed. Very young infants suf
fer from thirst in hot weather, and are
often peevish and fretful from this un
suspected cause. Tiny particles of ice can
be safely and more easily given than cold
water.—Sarah E. Wilcox.
Bicycle Picnics.
Nowadays, wheels instead of the village
bus or vast farm wagon carry, everyone to
the meeting point and every picnicker comes
armed with not only a knife, fork, plate,
spoon and cup, but with a contribution
to the repast. All these conveniences w o
men stow away in their new luncheon bas
kets, which are strapped to their handle
bars. These baskets measure 9 inches high,
10X inches long by 4% wide, and into them
is tucked a glass flask in an aluminum co
ver, half of which lifts off to form a cup.
Tea, coffee or milk can be carried in the
flask, and a square box also of light metal
holds cakes, sandwiches or a broiled chick
en. Slipped down behind these is a plate
of aluminum and a small knife and fork are
snugly secured by straps, while in the cor
ners of the basket are placed tiny vials of
salt and pepper. The whole kit weighs
but a trifle.
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W hat

th e B icy c le H a s
D o n e T o w a rd
W o m a n ’s E m a n c ip a tio n .

It really begins to be debatable, says a
writer in Scribner’ s, whether anything hashappened to the human race since the first
locomotive drew the first train of carsthat will affect it so materially as the
bicycle. Consider its effect on woman.
Within tw o years it has given to all
American womankind the liberty of dress
for which the reformers have been sighing
for generations. The dress-reform move
ment never seemed to affect any consider
able number of women, or to modify w o
men’ s clothes to any noticeable degree.
The bicycle has not put many women into
trousers—nothing will do that in this
country—but it has given all women
practical liberty to wear trousers if they
want to, and, indeed, to get themselves
into any sort of decent raiment which
they find convenient for whatever enter
prise they have in hand.
Her Reason.
The yonng man picked up his hat and
looked sadly at the lining.
“ There is no hope for me?” he asked
faintly.
“ None w hatever” replied the beautiful
girl, her eyes filled with compassion.

When he reached the door he turned to
ward her again.
“ I have to thank you for one thing,” he
said bitterly.
“ What is that?” she inquired.
“ Y ou have not told me that you would
be a sister to me.”
“ I thought of that,” she rejoined, hur
riedly; “ but I suddenly remembered.”
“ W hat?” he asked, shortly, as she stop
ped.
“ That I promised this morning to marry
your father.” —Brooklyn Star.
Kid Gloycs in Hot Weather.
A little dry cornstarch or pulverized
soapstone put on the hands in warm
weather will prevent any perspiration in-juring kid gloves.
Where She is UsefuU
Every man needs a wife to apologize for
him.
ICE A N D ICE W A T E R .

One way in which to keep ice without a
refrigerator is to wrap it in several thick
nesses of newspaper, then in a flannel, and
put it on the cellar bottom . A flannel
blanket serves a good purpose. The best
way to keep ice is to spread a large paper
on the cellar bottom and on it place a
feather pillow or cushion.
(I have a
square cushion for this purpose). Put the
ice in a not too shallow dish, cover it
with a towel, set the dish on a pillow or
-------------------#
cushion and tuck another one closely
Why Not a Perfect Filter?
about it. A neighbor who had no cellar
A very pretty domestic filter is made by kept ice quite a while by putting the dish
simply passing through a bent tube of in a feather bed.
glass or rubber a number of strands of wet O RIGIN AL P L A IN S T R A W B E R R Y S H O R TC A K E .
cotton candle wick, or soft yarn sufficient
Make a crust with X more shortening
to fill it, not too closely. One end of the
packed tube being placed in a vessel of the than for cream of tartar biscuits. Roll in
water to be filtered, and the other end left two sheets, spread the under one with but
ter, place the other on top and bake.
to hang out below the level of the vessel’ s
bottom, the water will be very slowly When baked, separate layers, butter, and
siphoned out, by capillary attraction; and place mashed and sweetened fruit between
as cotton is one of the very best of filter and on top. Peach, orange, apple and
ing materials, arresting even microbes, the rhubarb shortcakes are very nice. Serve
purification of the water from suspended with cream or not.—Boston Globe.
Delicate sandwiches of fruit, simply
matter must be complete, provided that
the cotton be changed very often. Finally mashed or converted into a rich paste and
put a grain of dissolved alum into each placed between very thin shoes of bread,
gallon of water to be filtered so as to are served with ice cream instead of cake,
coagulate any dissolved organic matter, the nut sandwiches are especially liked for
change the cotton dally, to be safe, and a this purpose.
SW EET PEAS.
health journal which describes this pro
cess cannot see why the result should not
Those who have to buy their peas will
be as near to perfection as water can be find that a little sugar added when cook
brought. To keep it perfect let the filtered ing will improve them very much. Use
water drip into a closed vessel, with a from one teaspoonful to one or tw o table
light cotton packing in the aperture about spoonfuls, according to the quantity of
the tube where it enters the receiver.
peas.— Helen Mar.
‘3^ie ‘ ‘Oh, Jack! Do you know, Mr.
sacs.
Gibson punctuated his tire yesterday?”
Butter a gem pan well, and break the
He—“ You mean punctured, my dear.”
eggs into i t ,. Sprinkle a little salt and
She—“ Well, anyway, he came to a full pepper on top and bake till the whites are
stop.”
set. V ery nice.
M r s . M. J. F u l t z .
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Editors and Proprietors.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wilbur are enter
taining, at Camp Chateauguay, Miss Kate
L. Adams, of Brookline, Miss Mabel
Chester and Miss Carrie Edwards, of
Boston.

The steam launch, Fish Hawk, Camp
Entered at the Rangeley (Maine) Post-Office, Chateauguay’ s boat was put into the lake
as Second Class Matter.
Monday.
Harry Beedy, Esq., and wife and Albert
S U B S C R IP T IO N P R IC E , ® 1.0 0 P e r Y ear Fuller and wife from Phillips, have been
staying at the formers camp, at the foot
In A d v a n ce .
of Long Pond, for a few days.
Horace and George Moores are setting
Devoted to the Interests of the Whole
an example at Long Pond that would be a
Rangeley lakes Region.
good one to follow by those owning farms
on the shore of Rangeley Lake. They
A D V E R T IS IN G R a te s R e a so n a b le , an d w ill
sell lots to those who wish to buy at a
b e m a d e k n o w n o n a p p lic a tio n .
reasonable price, build cottages for them,
if desired, put up cottages and camps to
A d Iress all communications to
let and in this way build up the locality.
R a n g e l e y L a k e s , Rangeley, Maine They now have quite a settlement about
them. There are many land owners about
R a n g e l e y , M e ., T hu rsd ay , J u ly 16,1896. Oquossoc who, with a little exertion and
advertising could dispose of a good many
lots in a season.
Ray Thompson, formerly of the Rich
Horace and George Moores are building
mond Bee, has t a k e D the management of
at Long Pond, a combination log camp,
Press and Printer, published in Boston.
consisting of tw o camps with a camp for
Prom the way the Bee used to buzz it may
cooking between. The tw o former will be
be expected that the new venture will not
15 by 20 feet inside, to be divided by
be a drone.
curtains, each will have an open fire.
The W ilton Sentinal was launched upon The cook camp will be 14 by 16, opening
the sea of public 'inspection July 8, Bro. from either camp. A piazza will be bnilt
Merrow has started a good paper and the in front of the whole. A wharf has been
people of W ilton and South Franklin built 30 ft. into the pond. These camps
should appreciate this fact and stand by will be to let.
the new departure.
Several parties are talking of building
cottages on Long Pond.
Maine P ress E xcu rsion.
The Maine Press Association is to be
here Saturday afternoon next, and will
remain at the Rangeley Lake House over
Sunday. Here is one of the greatest op
portunities for Rangeley to let the world
know of her wonderful attractions that
she has ever had. Nearly all the papers
published in the State, and it is expected
many from other states, will be represent
ed in the party, and it behooves every
citizen of this whole region to give them
to understand that there is but one
Rangeley and that that one is right here.
Let us give them a hearty welcome, have
them meet us in a reception in the hall,
which Messrs. Furbish, Butler & Oakes,
generously donate for that purpose. Take
them out for a drive Sunday afternoon,
get up a grand pageant of all the teams in
the place, let everyone join in and con
vince them that we appreciate the honor
they bestow on us in coming here. Oakes
and Huntoon will furnish their big buckboard and other teams and we can make
one of the best displays Rangeley has ever
known.
Ho not let another town out-do us in
this matter. Let us talk it over and make
all the arrangements at once.
M ooselookm eguntic

House.

The following boaders arrived Satur
day: Mr. and Mrs. Everett L. Fuller and
sons Everett and Loring, Melrose, Mass.;
F. W . Marshall, Mr. and Mrs. Walter H.
Foster, G. C. Porrier, Boston; and G. L.
Olmstead, New York.
PHILLIPS LOCALS.
Mrs. A . S. Pratt is in Rangeley with
her husband.
Charles Hewey, of this place, who has
been in jail at Farmington, awaiting the
action of the grand jury, escaped Satur
day. He has been seen in this vicinity and
is thought to be hiding in the “ Valley.”
Officers are watching for him.
Jailor Allen was in town Wednesday
anxiously waiting to take his boarder
Hewey back to Farmington.
Here are honors for an Augusta youth,
Master Charley Kinsman. Last Friday
he and his father, Dr. F. G. Kinsman,
with Ansel Soule, guide, took a 4%
salmon in the cove. Of course he may
justly feel proud of his catch.

Daniel M. Bonney, Esq., County Treas
urer, and George W. Wheeler, Esq., of
Farmington were at the former’s cottage
Monday.
A Notable C atch.
The genial and lucky sportsman, Fred
W. Thompson, of Brooklyn, N. Y., now
making a tour of the Rangeley Lakes,
with his wife, and stopping at the Rangeley Lake House, had, on Monday, July
13th, the good fortune to catch the largest
brook trout that has been brought to the
hotel this season. It weighed a trifle over
5 lbs., measuring 23 inches in length and
was taken off Dickson’s island on the
shoals.
The speckled beauty could not resist the
fascinations of the “ Parmachenee Belle,”
and like many another admiring swain
was tempted and firmly hooked.
When he felt the sting of the barb he
made a dash for liberty and the reel sang
long the music that delights the fisher
man’ s ear. Game to the last, he fought
every effort to be reeled in, making desper
ate runs and plunges; to hold him with the
light 8 oz. rod, and successfully tire him
out called for skili and patience; after a
fight of nearly half an hour he gradually
became weaker and was brought to the
boat so that Marshall Carlton, the guide,
could reach him with the net.
When he was placed in the box Mr.
Thompson said “ I am glad he js in the
boat, for he is a prize, not to be taken
every day.”
The many who saw him admired his out
line and the brilliancy of his red and yel
low spots.
The following day, after being tastefully
cooked and placed in a bed of lettuce, he
was served for dinner.

Local P a ra g ra p h s

Atwood—Tibbetts.

A quiet but pretty wedding took place
at the South street Methodist church
N.
U. Hinkley, of Phillips was in town
parsonage last evening at 8 o ’clock. The
over Sunday.
Miss Evie Oakes, of Phillips, is visiting contracting parties, especially the groom,
are well-knowu to Campello people, they
her sister, Mrs. A. L. Robertson.
being Miss Theo Tibbits and Mr. H. Clin
Oscar Dunham of Madrid, with early
ton Atw ood, son of Mr. and Mrs. William
lambs to sell, was in town Monday.
A tw ood of Plain street.
Elias Haley was in the village Sunday,
The ceremony was performed in the
the first time for over a year and a half.
parior of the parsonage by the Rev.
Quite a party of the boarders at Moun Orange W. Scott, theMeteodist Episcopal
tain View were up Wednesday morning service being used. The bride was hand
for a drive.
somely attired in a white lawn gown,
Two of the Berlin Mills Co’ s teams went trimmed with silk ripbons. She carried a
to Kennebago with three men and eight boquet of white carnations. The bride
was attended by Mrs. George L. Knowles,
horses, Sunday.
who acted as bridesmaid. She was also
Samuel Hano, Esq., and wife of Newton,
gowded in a dress of light material, and
Mass., arrived in town Tuesday. They
carried white carnations. The groom
are at their Quimby Lake Cottage.
was attended by Mr. George L. Knowles.
Lon Dill with Richardson Bros, four
Both of the young people arc popular
horse team went to Kennedago Wednes with a large number of people, and are
day witn supplies for the Berlin Mills Co. members of the South street Methodist
Wednesday I. H. Oakes was selling church. The groom was an active worker
green peas, onions, lettuce, etc., in the in the church affairs, and has held several
village, from the market gardens of H. W. different offices in the Sunday school and
H oar at Mingo Cove.
societies, and is at present the secretary
The acqueduct from the Den Soule farm of the school. He Has also held the office
on the South shore of the lake to Manes- of president of the Epwortli League. He
kootuk has been laid and water is now is held in the highest esteem by all. The
young couple are to reside on Calmar
running to the Island.
W . D. Blabon, of Philadelphia, who is street.—Brockton Mass. Daily Enterprise.
The bride is well known in Rangeley,
at the Rangeley Lake House, is a nephew
of Hon. Joseph E. Blazon, of Portland, being a daughter of the late Luther Tib
betts.
formerly of Farmington.
Mr. Sullivan, brother of D. J. Sullivan of
Rangeley Lake H ouse Register.
the Farmington-Rangeley mail route, was
W e d n e s d a y July 8 .—C. W . Thomas, Port
here over Sunday, returning Monday. He land; Fred L, King, Readiield; Mr. and Mrs. J.
B. Klein, Bridgeport. Ct.; Jas. Cooney. Jr.,
is a letter carrier in Boston.
Boston; R. Alden, Winthrop; Geo. Phillips,
All the ha^ that can be cut should be Phillips.
T h u r s d a y , July 9.—G. G. Babcock and wife,
harvested this year. Next winter there Portland; Thos. J. Foster and wife, W e s t
will be a big demand, Redington, Dead brook; F . G. Kinsman, M. D., wife and son.
Augusta: F. W . Kinsman, Jr., wife and son,
River and the Berlin Falls Company, at Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Lyman. Mrs. F. E. Stevens.
N
ew York; Seth E. Beedy, Farmington.
Seven Ponds, will require large quantities.
F r id a y . July lb.—Mrs. E. A . Riley, Master
Carl
O’Brion, Mrs. T. R. Tarrant, Master Paul
Wesley Stetson came over from W ilson’ s
Tarrant. Chelsea, Mass.; Geo. L. Stevens.
Mills Tuesday. Leaving there at 12.15 p. Farmington; W . B. Adee. Geo. E. Dole. Port
m. and reaching his home in this village land; M. H. Masland and wife. Philadelphia:
C. F . Clause wife and daughter, N ew York:
at 8.10 p. m. He rowed up from Mount W m . Beattie, Howard Beattie, New' Jersey.
S a t u r d a y , July' 11,—J. A . Blake, E. G. Gay
ain View in one hour and ten minutes. He
and wife, Mrs. Eben Morton, Farmington; B.
returned Thursday.
F , Harding, Belmont, Mass.; O. J. Wilson, New
Twelve men arrived last Tuesday night
on their way to Kennebago, where they
will commence operations on the dam and
camps preparatory to cutting lumber next
winter for the Berlin Mills Co.
They
came up the lake by steamer. More will
come later.
,
C. T. Richardson, superintendent at the
Rock, is very proud of a new watch he is
carrying. It is an oxydized silver case
with a dial set with jewels, and showing
the day of the week, the day of the month,
the changes of the moon, and as Mr. R.
says “ the time to go to dinner.”

After a long illness, Mrs. Minnie Smith
passed from this life last Saturday after
noon about 2 o ’clock, She had been sick
for some time and for several weeks prior
to her death was not able to sit up, but
on the Fourth of July she rode out, being
bolstered in the carriage by pillows. She
was at the house of her sister, Mrs. E.
I. Herrick at the time of her death. Every
thing was done to make the last days as
pleasant and easy as could be in her con
dition. Her husband who was in Boston,
was telegraphed and was here several
days before her death. The funeral was
held at the church last Tuesday afternoon
at 2 o ’clock, Rev. W. H. Small, officiating.
There were many potted plants and flowers.
Music was furnished by Messrs. Russell
and Kempton, Mrs. Myrtie Butler and
Rumor of A n oth er Hotel.
Miss Florence Hinkley. The deseased’ s
There is a general rumor on the street
friends and relatives have the sympathy
that the David Hoar farm has been
bought for a syndicate who will put up a of the entire community.
large hotel on the lake shore. Mr. Hano,
There were 21 failures of bicycle dealers
who has purchased it, says there is noth
in New York, in June, and many more are
ing in the report.
expected in July. It is generally conceded
William Jennings Bryan, of Nebraska that great cuts will be made before the
was nominated for the presidency at close of the season, and that prices can
Chicago, July 10. Mr. Bryan is 36 years not be maintained next year. The very
of age, but the published pictures of him best wheels can be bought of out of town
would indicate that it was in ’36 that he agents for $75. A few can be bought for
was born.
less.

York; H. R. Roberts. Pittsburg: C. H. Bonney
and wife, A . L. Matthews, C. L. Toothaker, j .
W . Brackett, R. E. Harden, Joel Wilbur. A .
W . McLeary, Phillips; J. P. Sawyer, Danvers.
Mass.; F. G. French and wife. Mrs. M. A . Lath
am and son, Livermore; Mr. and Mrs. W alter
H. Foster. Boston; Mr. and Mrs. G. P. Hall.
N ew York: Fred W . Thompson and wife,
Brooklyn; Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Brownlow, Cam
bridge, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs, H. B. Austin and
daughter. W eld; Mr. and Mrs. W . P. Eaton,
Redington; Mrs. H. J. Burns, E. Orange,
S u n d a y , July 12—G. W . Foster, E. S. Fos
ter. Boston.
M o n d a y , July 13.—E . ----------- , Arthur-------------,
M a x ------------ , N ew York: J. H. Byron, Geo.
Phillips; Dan’I. M. Bonney, Farmington; Geo.
R. Wheeler, New York; F . B. Estes; Portland;
D. S. Vilas and wife, Chicago; Geo. W . Lord^
Freeman Robinson, Boston.
T u e s d a y , July 14.—W . D. Blabon, Philadel
phia; A . P. Whittier, F. A. Spenard. Portland;
F. L. Dennison, Bangor; Mr. and Mrs. E. S.
Matthews, Chicago; W . A . Johnston, wife and
tw o children. N ew Y ork; Dr. and Mrs. Alex.
Quackenboss, Dr. H . H. Haskell, Mrs. C. G.
Haskell, A . H. Willis, Herman Taylor, Boston;
J. F. S cott, Concord Junction.
W e d n e s d a y , July 15.—F. C. Breckman. L e w 
iston; A . P. Dunham, Portland.

M IN G O S P R IN C C O T T A G E .
L ocated on the north shore of Rangeley
Lake about three miles from Rangeley. A fte r
July 25th a limited number of guests can be
accommodated with board and rooms. The
present cottage has been enlarged and a new
one built. Close at hand is the Mingo Spring
furnishing abundant supply of pure, cold
w ater. A t this location are desirable cottage
lots which the subscriber offers for sale only to
those who intend building.

SPECIAL OFFER.
To the one who will build a good cottage I
will sell a lot 80x100 ft. for $1.00. Designs and
estimates furnished.

F. C. B E L C H E R .
Rangeley, M e.
ESTATE OF HANNAH C. GOLDER.
TVTOTICE IS H ER EBY G IVEN , that the sub’
scriber has been duly appointed adminis
trator of the estate of H A N N A H C. GOLDER
late of Phillips in the County of Franklin, de
ceased, intestate, and has undertaken that
trust by giving bond as the law directs: A ll
persons, therefore, having demands against
the Estate of said deceased, are desired to
exhibit the same for settlement: and all indebt
ed to said Estate are requested to make imme
diate payment to
A N SET, DILL
July 7 189*1.
Jt.iy jg ;;u-
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With the Sportsmen.

S p o r t s m e n
a itcI
Don’ t leave Rangeley without callin t our store. We carry a large stock o
finely mounted Deer, M oose and Caribou heads, Loons, Owls, Game and Trout panels
for dining-room decorations. Be sure to leave your big trout and salmon with us;
we can mount them as natural as life. Sole agents for E. A. Buck’ s celebrated
sportsmen’ s shoes, the best made.

8. Li. CROSBY & Co., A rtistic T axiderm ists,
HAD A FISHING DOGHired Him Out, to Some Young Sports, For
Use in City Cove.
'LZ3
He was a gamin, that is, he would have
been had he lived in a city, but he stray*
ed in from some neighboring Plantation
and so would pass for a country lad. But
there is the making of a Jay Gould, or a
Vanderbilt, or at any rate a future million
aire in the dirty, unkempt, ragged urcnin
who made his appearance on the fo o t
bridge one day recently, and who very in
dependently, and with a swinging-don’ tcare-air crossed over and down to Marble’ s
wharf. Here were half a dozen youngsters
vainly attempting to coax the trout or
salmon to come out and see ’em.
He was dragging behind him a poor,
homeless, ‘ half-starved cur, whose bones
were more prominent than those depicted
in an xray shadowgraph. His hat, or the
remains of it, was set on the highest
elevation of his bump of self esteem. One
hand was in his trousers pocket, holding
np that portion of his wardrobe which the
string suspender on the other side failed
to do.
He stepped into the middle of the group,
took a look into the water, then turning
to the boys in a lordly manner asked.
“ You fellers caught anything?”
“ Nope,” said one.
“ I knowed yer hadn’ t”
This was said in such a sneering tone
that it quickly brought a reply.
“ Knowed we hadn’ t? you know lots!
How did you know it?”
“ Cos de only fish w ot bites don’ t hang
round here, dey’ s way out in de cove.”
This was a statement they couldn’ t dis
pute. They knew good ones were being
taken further out and they were quite pos
itive that none had been taken by their
Party.
“ Perhaps that’ s so,” suggested one of
them, “ but what good does that do us,
we can’ t get out there to get ’em.”
“ I knows just how ter get at ’em.”
“ Oh you do! I never should have thought
it.”
“ Well me’ n de dog knows how ,”
“ Y ou ’ n the dog! Whoever heard of a
dog knowin’ anything about fishing?
Prom the looks of the dog, he don’ t know
enough to eat.”
This brought a laugh from the other boys,
but the new comer only showed his disgust
at their lack of knowledge by silently
Waiting till they had ceased their merri
ment, then he proceeded.
“ You never seed this dog afore an’ yer
don’ t know nothin’ ’ bout ’ im. He’s er
fishin’ dog, trained ter catch fish. That’ s
w ot he is.”
“ Oh, come off; what yer givin’ us’ , ’ a
trained fishin’ dog’ what’s a trained fish
in’ dog anyhow?” said one.
“ Do you use him for bait?” queried an
other.
“ Must make a salmon sick to bite him.”
added a third.
“ See here now fellers, you just better
stop queerin’ me, cos I c’n lick any feller
w° t tries to queer me. I ’m givin’ it ter yer
fiead straight. This here dog’ s a fishin*
d°g, dat’ s w ot I tell yer. De man I works
for bought ’ im way off ter Farm’ ton, he
Paid big money fur ’ im. He comes up here
nh?hts, jcs ’ fore dark when there aint no
body vvatehin’ an’ he brings home lots er
trout ’ n salmon. A n’ it’ s dead easy, too,
^11 he has ter do is to fasten a line wid a
hook ’ n bait on the dog’ s tail, ’ n den de
he just sails ’roun’ de cove till he feels
11 Yank on his tail, den he knows he’ s got

a fish hooked an’ he swims er shore and de
boss takes de fish an’ sends him in agin.
He gets lots of ’em, see!”
“ Say, let’ s try him.”
“ Yes, lets” join in all the boys, as they,
crowd round to more fully inspect the dog,
“ How much’ ll yer give if I let’ s yer try
’em?”
The boy with the dog had the advantage
and held out for his own terms. In a few
minutes he had three 5 cent pieces, half
a dozen cents, a cheap jointed rod, tw o fly
hooks, a jackknife, pencil, pistol and a
good assortment of candy: For this col
lection it was agreed that the hoys were
to have the use of the dog for an hour,
and to keep all the fish he might catch.
The line and hooks were tied to the cur’ s
tail and he was launched from the float
near by. A t this stage of the proceedings
the boy from the Plantation asked what
hour the bank closed, as he had a check to
get cashed “ ffer de boss,” and so couldn’ t
wait but would be back as 'soon as he
could.
For fifteen minutes the boys tried every
method they could think of to get the dog
to swim away from the float, but all to no
purpose, he would try to get on shore aud
at last succeeded and fled for his life, leav
ing the boys discussing how they would
get even with the boy who had sold them
when he came back to claim his dog. But
he never came back any more.
The following catches have been made
by Rangeley Lake House guests. Last
Friday Mr. J. K. Greenwood with Freman Tibbetts, guide, took a 4 lb. salmon.
Mr. Charles Clausen, with Geo. Hen.
Huntoon as guide, took another 4 ft. sal
mon. G. C. Graves, Chas. Harnden
guide, took a 3% ft. salmon. The tw o
last ones taken in about the same spot in
the cove. It was a good Friday.
Monday F. W . Thompson took a 5 ft.
trout. Marsh Carlton was his guide.
Wednesday morning Mr. Thompson took
the only fish for the forenoon, a pound
and a quarter trout.
Mr. and Mrs.
Thompson are to try Kennebago for a few
days.
Mr. and Mrs. Alyea, of Patterson, N.
J., with Eben Hinkley as guide, went to
Quimby Pond, Monday. It was a bad
day, but they got seven nice trout, five of
them would average a pound each. They
have gone over to Carrabasset and from
there will go east.
□M r. Timberlake’ s children were with Vid
Hinkley, guide, took on last Thursday five
trout weighing eight pounds, the largest
tw o pounds.
Joseph Greenwood of New York, took
a 3 ft. trout and several of 2 fts. among
them tw o salmon. Freeman Tibbetts
guide.
The Kinsman party went to Kennebago,
returning Tuesday. They are greatly
pleased with their trip, they took so many
trout that the count was lost. The tw o
lads Master Charlie and Richard, show a
score, the former taking 35 in the cove and
the latter 25 while the guide, Geo. Hen.
Huntoon, was rowing up the lake. They
are to return to Augusta to-day, Thurs
day, and.from there go to Moosehead for
tw o weeks.
W. A. Faunce, Esq., of Keego Camp,
with his guide, Ernest Ross, took a 5 ft.
salmon on Rangeley lake Tuesday.
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FOREST CAMPS, LOON CAKE
R A N G E L E Y , M AIN E.
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T OON L A K E , situated five miles from Rangev ley, on the Kennebago road, is one of the
best sporting resorts in Maine, and at the same
time the surroundings and provisions for the
com fort of guests make it exceptionally popu
lar with parties who wish to take their fami
lies from the city during the hot weather. Mail
is received at Forest Camps, daily. Our guests
have the advantage of a good carriage road
for three miles of the distance from Rangeley
Village to our camps. Those who would enjoy
the walk for a part o f the distance over the
road through the woods can take a carriage at
Rangeley for the first three miles and enjoy
that recreation for the last tw o. Boats and
Guides furnished. Open from May 1st to Jan.
1st. For terms address, R. S. Y o rk , Rangeley.
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R. 8. YORK & J. F. OAKES, P roprietors.
Joseph E. Lamb and wife were out fish setting of fires and placards are posted
ing a short time Tuesday and returned about in different places giving extracts
with six trout, one weighing three pounds. from the State laws. A man cannot set a
fire on his own premises without becoming
Rangeley Lake is just getting to the liable to damages up to $1,000 for any in
jury resulting to his neighbor, and no per
trout fishing period.
son is allowed to .set a fire except on his
Mr. Chas. Dean, who is staying at the
own land.
Rangeley Lake House took a handsome
The fishing in Kennebago and in the
lot of fish Tuesday. He had 5 that weigh
ponds and streams in that vicinity is ex
ed 9 fts. Marsh Carlton, guide.
cellent, and one can take with flies all the
trout he desires for his own use from the
Mr. Graves, of New York took a 2%ft. time the ice leaves in the spring until it
salmon, Charles Harndep, guide.
forms in the fall. The fish run from X ftto X an(l }4 ft- in weight; occasionally,
Last Wednesday July S, Mrs. Duncon however, much larger ones are taken,
Harrison, who is staying at the Mountain the case at the upper end of the lake,
View, captured 29 trout, weighing from about six miles from the hotel and in L it
X % . to 4fts. each. The total weight be tle Kennebago Lake. The water of the
ing 41%fts. Friday she took an 8)4%. lakes is cold spring water and there are a
trout. Frank Haley was guide.
large number of mountain brooks empty
ing into them. A steam yacht runs tw o
Kennebago and That Sort of Thing. or three times a day from the hotel on
I -have just returned from a few days’ Kennebago Lake to the different camps,
trouting excursion to Kennebago Lake. and if one tires of fishing it is a very
Although my trip was delightful in every pleasant way of spening a few hours to
way, it would have been much more so take the trip. A t the upper end of the
had I been better posted in regard to the lake it is a daily occurrence to see from
manners and customs prevailing in that one to half a dozen deer; and beaver and
vicinity, and it seems to me, therefore, other animals are very plenty. The game
that I owe it as a duty to give to the laws of Maine seem to he, at least in that
thousands of appreciative readers of vicinity, greatly honored, and the talk of
Forest and Stream a few points which guides and visitors is very different from
may be of benefit to them.
that met with in the Adirondacks, where
One can leave New Y ork at midnight poaching is more or less in order. No
and reach the village of Rangeley, Me., hounding or jacking is allowed.
the following afternoon at about 6
The scenery all through this portion of
o’ clock, where, in the interest of comfort, Maine is very beautiful. There are many
one must stay all night. The hotel at magnificent mountains, some of them
Rangeley is new, fresh, sweet, clean and 4,000 or 5,000 ft. high, and being entirely
delightful in every way, the outlook over covered with timber the play of the clouds
the lake being exceptionally] fine. It will upon them is very pleasing. There are a
be necessary to engage guides at Range- number of camps at the foot of the lake
ley to go to Kennebago Lake, as they do and on Little Kennebago, and Seven
not stay at any of the camps. The ride Ponds, ten miles still further into the
On a springless buckboard to Kennebago wilderness. These are supplied by freshly
baffles all description. The road could cooked provisions from the hotel, or one
not possibly be worse if efforts had been can utilize the services of hi guide as
made to make it so. It is filled with cook. Loon Lake is about four and a
stones, rocks, boulders, holes, and the half miles from Rangeley on the road to
better way, and one practised by a large Kennebago Lake and there is here excel
proportion of the people, is to walk. But lent fishing. There is a fine camp, well
after one arrives at the hotel at Kenne kept, well furnished, and in the im
bago the discomfort of the ten-mile ride mediate vicinity are tw o or three large
is soon forgotten. The hotel stands at ponds which with the lake itself, afford
the head of the lake, which is one of the most excellent sport. I was told—as I have
most beautiful I have ever seen. It is in many times seen in your colums—that it
the heart of the primeval forest; the has been unusually good during the past
woods have never been lumbered and have spring. I saw records at the hotel of a
never been burned. The laws of Maine considerable number of salmon having
often 1 ft. to 3 fts. This is particularly been taken ranging from 6 to 10}£ fts.—H.
are exceedingly strict in regard to the'S. Chandler in Forest and Stream.

RANGELEY LAKES.
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The P o p u la r ity of Chistiau Endeavor is
-Because it Facilitates Intercourse
Between Young Menand Women.
[S p e c ia l C o rre s p o n d e n ce o f R a n g e l e y L a k e s ]

W a s h i n g t o n , D. C., July 15, 1896.—A

ladies who move ir. swell society are now
out of town. But all the same they are
not. By accident I discovered how some
of these stay-at-home girls have been hav
ing lots of fun. Washington has a public
bathing beach, dear to the heart of the
small boy who is allowed to go in free,
and of many adults who pay a nickel for
that privilege, provided they furnish their
own suits.
There are accommodations
for women at this beach, but they have
not been very extensively taken advantage
of by them, because, of course, it would
never do for anybody who is anybody to
be seen patronizing the public bathing
beach. The other morning I thought I
would take an early swim—never mind
whether I had been up all night or had
got up early. What was my surpriae to
find, although I got up before 6 o ’clock,
more than a score of girls skylarking
around in the water. With them were
several married ladies. I recognized a
number of them, officials daughters, and
learned from an attendant that crowds of
them go there every morning on bicycles,
and spend something like an hour in the
water. In deference to a very special re
quest the names of the fair before break
fast bathers are omitted.

RIPA-NS

When Y ou Use
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m

The modem stand-

B3 ard Family Medi-

Cures

the
Washington woman whose fad is finding
tn cine:
out the reasons for things, says she has
w common every-day
discovered the secret of the immense popu
>
larity of the Christian Endeavor Society,
ills of humanity.
some 60,000 members of which are now
o
Be Sure and Get the
doing Washington. She says it is because
TRADE
a
the society facilitates intercourse between
z
young men and women and makes mar
B urgess,
obes &
o
riages, and she insists that one of these
annual conventions makes more marriages
MARK
than all the snmmer resorts in the country
W A R R A N TE D PURE LEAD,
combined. Maybe she knows; I ’m sure I
don’ t. But I am prepared to testify that
OR THE
more young people wearing C. E. badges
have been this week combining sight-see
P O R T L A N D LIQ U ID P A IN T S .
ing and love-making than were ever before
seen at one time in Washington, and some
of the girls are so sweet and pretty that
These are warranted strictly
the laziest man on earth would enjoy
(Caveats, and Trade-Marks obtained and all Pat
showing them the sights, if he might also
business conducted for M oderate Fees .
pure. The Lead is corroded by ient
make love to them.
iO ur O ffice is O pposite U. S. Pa t e n t o m c r ’1,
)and we can secure patent in less time than those t
One of the visiting couples, which gave
from Washington.
£
the old Dutch process and grounc ^remote
Bem is.
_ Send model, drawing or photo., with descrip-F
every indication of being almost ready for
>tion. W e advise, if patentable or not, free of*,
the parson, made some amusement at the
Charles Moores, of Madrid, who has very fine in pure bleached linseec. ^charge. Our fee not due till patent Is secured. t
» A Pamphlet , 44 How to Obtain Patents,” tvithr
Capitol Building, for those who heard been at work on the steamer, has gone
jcost of same in the U. S. and foreign countries^
them. He had been to Washington before home for a time.
oil. The result is a lead very Jsent free. Address,
S
and he knew it all, and was imparting his
W ill Tibbetts, the postmaster, was in
knowledge to the girl between scraps Rangeley last week.
white and ot stronger covering
O p p . P a t e n t O f f i c e , W a s h i n g t o n . n>. c.
about “ what we’ll do when we get to
C^IVVWVVV^'VVVV^'VL''VVVVVVVV. tfThe new steamer is nearing completion,
housekeeping.” After doing the Senate
properties
than
any
other
lead.
work was delayed a little owing to non
end, the done and the rotunda, the couple
arrival of material from Portland.
It costs no more to put on good
strolled into the House chamber, which
Hon. Galen C. Moses, of Bath, Hon.
just now looks a little odd, as the chairs
W aldo Pettingill, of Rumford Falls, and material than poor.
By using
and desks have all been taken out for their
H. N. Fuller, Esq., of Portland, were here
annual repolishing and the carpets are all
last week.
the B urgess , F obes & Co. Goods,
up to be cleaned. He looked around with
astonishment, and turning to the girl he
If You W ant
you will be sure ot a good job,
said somewhat excitedly: “ Well, I ’ m darn
ed if them fellers ain’ t took them cheers
C A N I O B T A IN A P A T E N T ?
Fo r a
and one that will last.
and desks home. No wonder some folks say
prompt answer and an honest opinion, write to
M U N N & C O ., who have had nearly fifty years'
you can’ t trust a Congressman.” It did’nt
experience in the patent business. Communica
The Portland Colors are Stand tions
strictly confidential. A H a n d b ook of In
seem to worry her. She merely tittered a
formation concerning P atents and how to ob
little, and when he looked at her he also
tain them Bent free. Also a catalogue of mechan
ard for quality and shade.
ical and scientific books sent free.
forgot all about it, and those housekeep
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
6m29
special
notice In the Scientific A m e rican , and
ing arrangements were again referred to.
thus are brought widely before the public with
out cost to the inventor. This splendid paper,
Whether man or woman is the most ro
issued weekly, elegantly illustrated, has by far th*
mantic or the most prosaic and practical
largest circulation of any scientific work in the
world. S 3 a year. Sample copies sent free.
is a dispute of long standing in which I
Building Edition, monthly, $2.50 a year. Single
copies, ti,i cents. Every number contains beau
have no desire to take sides. But I beg to
tiful plates, in colors, and photographs of new
houses, with plans, enabling builders to show the
If You W a n t
smbmit a few remarks made by a bride
latest designs and secure contracts. Address
MUNN & CO., N e w Y o k e , 3 6 1 B r o a d w a y .
and groom at the top of the Washington
monument, and recorded on the spot.
Percy, as they gazed out of the window
I
overlooking the Potomac river Alexandri-a
E S T A B L I S H E D , 1863.
ward—“ Beautiful as a dream. Oh, Selina,
what a panorama! Look at the limpid
H D N R Y
A D A M S,
Potomac, and notice how sluggishly the
D e a le r In
sapphire-hued stream winds in and out as
it wends its way to the great sea, there to
J . H A L E Y ,
he lost to sight forever in the embrace of
old Neptume—.”
Salina, interrupting
Percy as though a great idea had just got
Place your advertisement in the
F A R M IN C T O N , - M A IN E .
into her head—“ Oh, Percy, isn’ t it a love
ly place to dry clothes, if one only had
something to fasten a pulley line to .”
R A N G ELEY, ME.
Washington society will have a new ac
quisition when the winter season opens.
Mr. Henry Ives Cobb, the famous archi
T E M P L E , M A IN E .
tect. has leased the Connecticut Avenue
-esidence of Judge and Mrs. John Davis,
and his family will occupy it in the fall.
Mrs. Davis has spent very little time in
Washington since the close of the Arthur
I can sell parties who are desirous o f locating
administration, during which she was
in California, Real Estate in any quantity from
known as the brevet lady of the White
5 to 1000 or more acres, situated in, what I con
House. Mr. Cobb originally came from
sider the best part of California, from 20 to 50
Boston, but has lived in Chicago for the
miles from the ocean, just brought into the
last fifteen years and attained fame as an
market by the Coast Line R. R. from San
architect by his work on the W orld’s Fair hotel and camp
Francisco to Los Angelos. I do not urge peo
ple to leave Maine, but if any are coming here,
Buildings. He is the architect in charge
Order direct, or through
I can help them to land at from $5 to $50 per
of the buildings of the Chicago University,
B l a c k s m
i t h . acre, as good as can be bought in other parts
to which it will be remembered John D.
o f the state for $400 per acre. Climate fine.
Rockafeller, the Standard Oil magnate,
W e ll wooded, pine and oak. Good water.
donated the small sum of $7,000,000, and is
RANGELEY.
This Is the best chance for a poor man to get
Specialist In H o rs e -S h o e in g .
also, by special act of Congress, “ Archi
land and make a start of any place I have sees
tect for the U. S. Government Building at
in this state. For particulars write or call on
Chicago." He passed through Washing
me.
P H IL L IP S .
Address.
S E W A R D DILL,
RANGELEY, :
:
M A IN E ,
ton this week, en route to the New Eng
df^H andles L. B. Bunnell’s private dairy
Soquel,
Santa Cruz Co.,
California; or
land sea coast where his family are spend
A . R. BOOTH,
cheese, best in the County.
ing the summer.
i f o h JP r i n t i f Z f j
e k x e c c t * d El Paso
de Robles,
San Louis Obispo
It is a popular fallacy that all the young m52
A t R a n g e le y L ak e * P rin tin g Office.
Co., Cal.
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Sandy River Creamery

Contractor

and Builder.

PHILLIPS, ME.

BUTTER, CREAM
and BUTTE k MILK LEROY A. SMITH,
Furliish, Butler & Oakes,

S. G. HALEY, Prop.,

Monuments,
Headstones,
Tablets, Curbing, Etc.,

LAND IS CALIFORNIA.

KANGELEY LAKES
A Fatherly Stickleback.
"
The stickleback is a handsome, lively
little fish which is found in salt and brack
ish waters. There are several varieties of
the stickleback, which ranges from ono to
four or five inches in length at full growth.
It is a nest building fish, the male stickle
back building the nest of bits of plants
and twigs, and when tho female has de
posited its eggs in the nest the male pro
tects them against all comers, including
perhaps fish of its own kind, until they aro
hatched. The little stickleback is a fight
er, and it does not hesitate to tackle fish
four or five times its size that might seek
to destroy it.
And it would appear that the malo
stickleback not only protects the eggs, but
looks out for the hatched out fish, at least
until tho little sticklebacks are able to
take care of themselves. A lot of little
sticklebacks have lately been hatched out
at the aquarium. T h ^ aro of a variety
that attains at full size A length of about
two inches. The other day when two or
three of the little ones, each about a quar
ter of an inch in length, had found their
Way out of the nest or had been washed
out of it by the motion imparted to the
water by the stickleback swimming about
over it the male stickleback put them
back. They could swim a little, but ap
parently the male stickleback thought they
were not yet strong enough to set out for
themselves, and it followed eaoh one up,
Picked it up carefully in its mouth and
swam back with it and put it back in tho
nest.—New York Sun.
From Another Point of View.
They had been telling fish stories, and
the quiet, unobtrusive man looked weary.
The idler who spends his time in think
ing up foolish questions broke the silence
to inquire:
“ I wonder what finally became of the
whale that swallowed Jonah?”
“ I don’t know,” replied the quiet man,
“ but I have an idea as to some of his
movements.”
“ What is it?”
“ I don’t doubt that he hunted up a party
of other whales and bor^d them nearly to
death telling them how the largest man he
ever oaught wriggled loose and got away.”
—Washington Star.
Dr. McCosh’s Prayer.
The Newark Sunday Call tells this story
of President McCosh of Princeton, whioh
it says Is vouched for by old Princeton
Wen: The venerable dootor was accus
tomed to lead the morning exercises in
the chapel every day, and during the exeroises he gave out the notices to the stu
dents. The closing exercise was a fervent
PWyer by the doctor. One morning, after
h®had read the notices, as usual, a student
°ame up with another notice that Profess
or Karge’s French class would be at 9
O’clook that day instead of 9:30, as usual.
Dr. McCosh said It was too late, but the
student insisted that Professor Karge
would be much disappointed If the notice
Were not read.
The exercises went on, and the dootor
forgot all about the notice. He started to
make tho final prayer. He prayed for the
president of the United States, the mem
bers of the cabinet, the senators and repre
sentatives, the governor of New Jersey,
the mayor and other officials of Princeton
*nd then came to the professors and in
structors In the college. In the meantime
■Professor Karge’s notice oame Into his
®>lnd, and the assembled students were as
tonished to hear the venerable student
s®y, “ And, O Lord, bless Professor Karge,
whose Frenoh class will be held this morn
ing oL 9 o’olook, instead of at 9:30, as
Usual.”
Worse Than Paying Pare.
Detectives of the Atlanta police force
oan rido free on tho street cars if they will
each ocoaslon fill out for the street car
°°mpany a slip bearing the date and tlrhe
of boarding and leaving tho car, the numOor of the car and of the conductor and the
reading of the fare register at the time of
their leaving tho car.
Pelt No Call Por Sympathy.
‘ Mamma, I saw a dog today that had
°hly three logs.”
“ Weren’t you awfully sorry for him?”
“ No’m; lie had ono more log than I
ad.” —Chicago Record.
¥ou ruay depend upon it that he is a
good man whoso intimate friends are all
good— Lavater.

The Indestructible “ Maywood’"
BICYCLE „

Ibe Jflost Modern,

THIS

S 7 5 .0 0

Office of Rangeley L akes,
Rangeley, Me.,
May 16, 1896.

COM-

To the Guides :—
The idea of a guides’ premium inaugurated
by Rangeley L akes last year having proved
so successful, we have decided to continue
the plan and make it even more interesting
this season.
A s a starter we oiler a

$3(5 Fancy Sporting'

RIFLE
Made by the W inchester Repeating Arms Co.
This will go to the Guide who brings us in the
largest number of new subscribers to Range l e y L akes before January 1st, 1897.
But if you don’t get subscribers enough to
capture the rifle, we offer one of E . T . Hoar’s
best $12

•
PATENTS

| F eb. 2 4 , 1807
S la y

17.

7 0!

Oct. 3, 1893
.Tan 1. 1895

H a n d -M a d e Fishing 1-Sods

J a n .2 1 . 189G

Others Pending

The “ M ayw ood" ie the strongest and. simplest bicycle ever made. Adapted for all kinds ot
roads and riders. Made of material that is solid, rough and wiry; simple in construction,
easily taken apart and put together; has few parts; is of such wiry construction that its parts
will hold together even in an accident: no hollow tubing to crush in at every contact; a frame
that cannot be broken: so simple that its adjusting parts serve as its connecting parts; a onepiece crank in place of a dozen parts: always ready to give reliable and rapid transportation.
F R A M E —Improved double diamond, gu a ra n te e d for th ree years. Made of %-inch cold
rolled steel rods {toughest and strongest metal for its weight known); joined together with
aluminum bronze fittings in sneh a manner that it is impossible to break or any part work
loose; a marvel of novelty, sim plicity and durability; the greatest combination of ingenuity
in bicycle mechanism known, to build a frame without brazen joints and tubing, as yon know
that frames continually break and fracture at brazen joints, anti tubes when they are buckled
in cannot be repaired. W H R iCLu—23-inch; warranted wood rims, piauo wire tangent spokes
and brass nipples. H U B S —Large barrel pattern. T IR E S —"A rlington” Hosepipe or Mor
gan «fc Wright Quick Repair, or some other first-class pneumatic tire. H E A R IN G S —Ball
bearings to every part, including Wheels, crank axle, steering head and pedals. CUPS A N D
CO N ES—Best quality tool steel, carefully tempered and hardened. C H A IN S —High grade
hardened centers, rear adjustment. C R A N K S —Our celebrated one-piece crank, fu lly pro
tected by patents; no cotter pins. R E A C H —Shortest, 23 inches: longest, 37 inches. G E A R —
C4 or 72. F R O N T F O R K —Indestructible; fork crown made from gun-barrel steel. H A N D L E
B A R —Reversible and adjustable: easily adjusted to any position desired; rain’s horn fur
nished if ordered. 1 S A D D L E —P. & I t, Gilliam, or some other first-class make. P E D A L S —
Rat-trap or rubber; full ball bearing. F IN IS H —Enameled in black, with all bright parts
nickel plated. Each Bicycle complete with tool bag, pump, wrench and oiler. W eight, ac
cording to tires, pedals, saddles, etc.. 27 to 3r>pounds.
$4,0 Is our Special W h o le s a le P rice. Never before sold
for less. To quickly introduce the "M a y w o o d " Bicycle, we
have decided to make a special coupon offer. Ovine evenreader of this paper a chance to get a first-class wheel at the
lowest price ever offered. On receipt of $35.00 and. coupon
we will ship to anyone the above Bicycle, securely crated,
and guarantee safe delivery.
Money refunded if not as
represented after arrival and examination. W e will ship
C. O. D. with privilege of examination, for $36.00 and coupon
provided $5.00 is sent with order as a guarantee of good faith.
A written binding warranty with each Bicycle. This is a
chance of a lifetime and you cannot afford to let the oppor-

tanity pass.

Address all orders to
CASH BUYERS’ UNION,
■6a West Van Buren Street. Bx ajy.* CHICAGO. SLL

%
J|

Oonnon No. 2 3 7 0
-;OOD F-lR

4*
if s e n t

As a
THIRD PREMIUM
W e offer a handsome collection o f Mrs. H . H .
Dill’s

H a n d -M a d e Rangeley Flies.
A N D S T IL L A N O T H ER

—.

.

To the one bringing in the fourth largest list
we will give a

H andsom e F ly Book.
To the guide not securing any of the above
premiums, but bringing in over 10 new sub
scribers, we will give a year’s subscription to

% Rangeley Lakes .

*
*

as a
S e ct

w ith

ORDER FOR
❖
❖ No. 5 Maywood
❖
...B ic y c le
*
+
,3**5W
I*4*

Trusting that the above will be of interest to
every guide, we remain,
Yours for booming the Rangleys,
The Publishers o f R a n g e l e y

L akes.

P. S. Subscription blanks furnished on ap
plication.

Model 1805.

smokless Powder, .3 0 -7 2 -2 7 5 and .4 0 -7 2 -3 3 0 , both b la ck and smokeless.

More Winchester Rifles used in this Section than any other
make.

It is a Favorite with the Guides.
Winchester Repeating Arms Co.,
o

Send fa r 1 1 1 P age Catalogue, Free.

N

e w

H

a v e n ,

Stores: 312 Broadway, New York; 418 and 420 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

Men and Horses.

To tell the truth, all mankind may,
with great clearness, be divided into two
parts—those who understand horses and
those who do pot. There are people who
will drive or ride a nag all day—nay, who
may own one and use it for years-—whose
powers of observation aro not sufficiently
enlisted in the details of the animal to
distinguish it firom any strange horse in
the next stall unless there be some gross
difference in color. Suoh equestrians will

be oonlebt to see a foe horse, with norv
eyes, mueoles and possibilities for goc
evil, cashiered in favor of the dead
tainty of a peripatetic steam engine. **Ym
second, smaller, and, aside from In rdealers, more noble group of individlm
cannot so much as enter a fortuitous clotc
cab without taking unconscious noto of
the stookings, the withers, the size and the
faoial expression of the creature between
the shafts.
One whose sympathy with the Houy h n h n m stands this test has felt tho thrill

Made Him Tired.
Mrs. Wickwire— Mrs. Watts and I were
discussing the question as to what age a
woman must reach to become an old maid.
Mr. Wickwire—A woman is an old maid
at 85.
Mrs. Wickwire—Always?
“ Yes, always.”
“ But suppose she should have happened
to get married at the age of 20. What
then?”
“ You—if there is anything on earth that
makes me tired, it is a woman who thinks
she is funny.” —Indianapolis Journal.

RANGELEY

8
AMONG TH E O R D E R S.
S o c ie ty N otes, R angeley.
Saturday, July 27, Regular meeting Rangeley
Commandery N o. 408, Order of the Golden
Cross. M eet in Church Vestry.
W ednesday p. m.. July 29, Regular meeting
W . C. T. U „ at the Library.
S o c ity N o te s, P h illip s.
Monday, July 27, Regular meeting Mt. Abram
Lodge, N o. 63, A . O. U . W . Hall in Bates
Block.
Tuesday, July 21. M t. Saddleback Lodge, I. O.
O. F „ N o. 92. Hall, Beal Block.
W ednesday, July 23. Regular Commumcaion,
Blue Mountain Lodge, N o. 67, F . & A . M..
at Masonic Hall.
Thursday, July 16, Regular meeting Cushman
Post, N o. 87, G. A . R., at Grange Hall, at
2.00 P. M.
Thursday, July 16, Regular meeting W om an's
Relief Corps at Grange Hall, 6.30 P. M.
Saturday, July 18, N orth Franklin Grange, N o.
186, Patrons of Husbandry, at Grange Hall.
Saturday, July 18, Regular meeting Phillips
Commandery, N o. 402, Order of the Gold
en Cross. Grange Hall.

L ocal P aragraph s.
Board McCard went to Kennebago
Monday.
Dr. C. L. Toothaker was in the place
Saturday.
George Esty and daughter, Georgia,
went to Phillips Friday.
Two tramps reached town in season for
the races last Saturday.
Miss Flora Hartwell, of Phillips, is
visiting Mrs. H. A. Furbish.
Rand E. Harden, of the Sandy River
railroad, was in town Saturday.
Three buck hoards were loaded “with
passengers for Kennebago Monday.
David Hoar, the milk man, has, sold his
farm to Samuel Hano, Esq., of Newton,
Mass.
The Russell Bros. & Estes Co. have com
menced shipping their birch squares from
the steam mill.
Melvin Tibbetts has finished work for
Mrs. Morse on her cottage, near Mar
squamosy Lodge.
Luther Nile, Vid. Hinkley and Deck
Lamb started their crews in the hay field
Monday morning.
Mr. F. C. Belcher, of Mingo Spring
Cottage, advertises for guests, also cot
tage lots. See his special offer for a lot,
to the party who will build the lot will
be sold for a dollar. Mr. Belcher is tak
ing the right course to get a cottage
colony started. The location is a nice
one.
As a finishing touch to the Fourth of
July and the horse 'trot, the fireworks
that had been procured for the display and
a quantity that the Rangeley Lake House
guests donated, were sent off, and up, at
the entrance to the hotel grounds Satur
day night. They painted that part of the
town red and had it not been good repub
licans who did the work, it would have
been thought a demonstration in honor
of the democratic nominations.
A good story is told, that illustrates
the good qualities of a preparation
not advertised on the label. A couple of
runners were driving on a Vermont road
when one of
the
wheels of the
carriage which had been
singing,
as an anti-oiled
wheel will, sud
denly ceased to revolve. They were on a
lonely road and had not even a sandwich
in their grips from which they could ex
tract the butter to “ oil up” with. But
Yankee shrewdness came in play and one
of them produced a bottle of McNeal’ s
Mosquito and Black Fly Preparation”
oiled the refractory wheel and they resum
ed their journey. This best of all remedies
for flies has heretofore been made for man
or beast but it now has an added quality
“ F o r man, beast and carriages.” Fur
bish, Butler & Oakes, are the general
agents in Rangeley. It is taking the lead
everywhere.

LAKES

Showers Monday afternoon.
Dr. Currier was in town Thursday night.
A. J. Haley was in town over Sunday.
N. P. Noble, Esq., drove to Phillips. Fri
Edwin Huntoon arrived from Augusta, day morning.
Monday.
Rol. York, of Loon Lake Camps, was
Ulysses Jacobs, of Avon, was in town out Saturday to see the trot.
Saturday.
A. B. Gilman, Esq., president of the
The Fish Hawk made its first trip to the Phillips & Rangeley road, arrived Satur
day.
village Monday.
Everybody went to the races Saturday.
Natt Ellis is having a steadily increased
The village had a most desirted appear
demand for his Lotion.
ance.
Bert Toothaker has been very sick,
Alexis Blodgett and wife have returned
threatened with a fever.
from Bemis; where they have been so far
The trains out from Rangeley are very
this season.
light, at present the heavy trains come in.
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell, of West FarmingChas. B. Calden came from Kennebago
ton, were at Mr. and Mrs. Lafe Kempton’ s
last Friday, where he has been for some
over Sunday.
time.
S. E. Wheeler informed this office that
The effects of “ booze” tvas hardly perhe had been a subscriber to the Farmingceptable either on the Fourth or last Sat
ton Chronicle for over 40 years.
urday.
Mrs. Dennis Davenport, of Phillips, re
Wheeler’s Band looked “ spiffy” with
turned Friday. She is in poor health, and
their white duck pants, fresh from the
was carried to the train in a chair.
laundry.
Neal & Quimby announce in their ad.
Mr. and Mrs. Alyea of Patterson, N. J.,
that their souvenir china has arrived and
have been at Loon Lake and Kennebago
will he put on exhibition this week.
and are to take a trip over to Carribasset
Wheeler’s Band went on the steamer
this week,
Irene, for an excursion round the island
It would look as though the buttercup
Saturday. It was a very pleasant trip
constituted quite a portion of the hay
and much enjoyed by all.
crop in this section. Many fields are
R a n g e l e y L a k e s is informed on what
nearly a solid bank of yellow.
it considers good authority, that it is
L_Mrs. II. H. Dill reports that her make
very doubtful if any work is done on the
of flies are selling about as fast as she can
railroad to Kennebago this year.
get them ready. She has to work early
Eugene Smith is back again. He re
and late to keep up with her orders.
ports that Harry Dutton, Esq., has pur
Mr. G. N. Smalley, of Boston, and Mr.
chased a large steam yacht, 45 ft. long, to
H. W. Smalley, of South Framingham,
replace the one burned this spring.
are at Camp Mason, Seven Ponds, under
John Russell says he never got into
Eugene Soule’ s care for a short time.
such a jam of boys as there was about the
Ed. Hoar is making an experimental rod
box of fireworks Saturday night. He got
from a new wood, the sugar pear, as it is
a slight scorch on one wrist from a pin
commonly known. The w ood is very
wheel.
white and finishes up to look much like
The Rangoley Lake House has added a
ivory.
fine hew barge of a new variety, the chair
Wheeler’s Band did themselves proud
seats are cane bottom and backs and eight
Saturday. They gave selections on the
are accommodated. The chairs are ar
boat, at Marbles and at the trot, and
ranged to face the front.
they walked up and back, through whose
One of the prettiest drives, or one from
oversight?
The Portland Express learns that a New which the very choicest views are obtain
York syndicate has purchased Toothaker ed, is up the Dallas road. You get up
island, in the Bemis arm of Mooselookme well above the surrounding country and
guntic lake and will build a large summer can look off a long distance.
hotel there.
There was no boat race Saturday and
no arrangements were made for one. In
fact none of those who were entered for
the Fourth of July race knew that a race
was expected.
Lucier’s Minstrels held forth at Furbish’ s
hall Wednesday evening, July 8 to a crow d
ed house. This company of entertainers is
well khown to frequenters of the theatre.
The Luciers are capable of giving a first
class show and they do it.
The cottagers about the lake, and
housekeepers as well, will be interested in
knowing that you can find at E. I. Her
rick’ s a neat little ginger snap, about the
size of an old-fashioned cent, that are very
nice for the table. He has them in bulk.

The Stratton Base Ball Club failed to
arrive for the game Saturday. They tele
graphed that they would be here and the
Rangeleys hustled round to pick up a
nine. A scrub game was played.
Wm. H. McKeen, W ill H oyt and E. E.
Sawyer, of Phillips, were in town Satur
day. The buckboard barge belonging to
Oakes & Huntoon was out for the first
time Saturday. It was drawn by four
large horses and when filled made an at
tractive sight.

STATE OF MAINE.
PUBLIC NOTICE.
In conformity with the provisions of S e c
tion Seventy-six and Seventy-seven of Chap
ter ne hundred and four o f the public laws o f
eighteen hundred and ninety-five, upon the
petition of five or more citizens of the State,
and deeming it for the best interest of the
State, the Commissioners of Inland Fisheries
and Game, after due notice to all persons in
terested in the subject m atter o f said petition
and public hearing thereonin the locality to be
affected, aad deeming it necessary and proper
for the protection and preservation of the
inland fish of the State, hereby adopt the fol
lowing needful Rules and Regulations relating
to the times and places in which and the cir
cumstances under which inland fish may be
taken in the waters o t “ South Bog Stream ,”
so-called, and the “ P ool,” so-called in the
stream flowing from Round Pond into Dodge
Pond.

Rules and Regulations.
For fishing in “ South Bog Stream ” and the
“P ool.” It shall be unlawful to fish for or
catch any fish in said South Bog Stream and
said Pool, in any manner, except with a rod
and artificial flies, betw een July first, One
thousand eight hundred and ninety-six and July
first, Nineteen hundred.
Dated this Eighteenth day of June A . D. 1896.
L E R O Y T. CARLETON, j Commissioners of
H E N R Y O. S T A N L E Y , t
Inland
C H A S. E . O A K .
f Fisheries and Game.

STATE OF MAKE.
PUBLIC NOTICE.
In conformity with the provisions of S e c 
tions Seventy-six and Seventy-seven of Chap
ter one hundred and four of the public laws of
eighteen hundred and ninety-five, upon the
petition o f five or more citizens of the State,
and deeming it for the best interest of the
State, the Commissioners of Inland Fisheries
and Game, after due notice to all persons in
terested in the subject m atter o f said petition,
and public hearing thereonin the locality to be
affected, and deeming it necessary and proper
or the protection and preservation of the
inland fish of the State, hereby adopt the fol
lowing needful Rules and Regulations relating
to the times and places iq which and the cir
cumstances under which inland fish may be
taken in the waters of Four Ponds, so-called,
in Townships “E ” and “D ” in Franklin County!
R u l e s a n d R e g u l a t io n s .

For fishing in Four Ponds in Townships E ”
and “D ” in Franklin County. It shall be un
lawful for any person to take, catch, kill, fish
for or destroy more than twenty-five trout in
one day taken from any or all of said Ponds.
It shall be unlawful for any person to carry
away from either or all of said Ponds more
than twenty-five fish in any one day.
The
above to be in effect from July 1st. A . D. 1896
to July 1st. A . D. 1900.
Dated this Eighteenth day of June A . D. 1896
LER OY T. CAR LETO N, 1 Commissioners of
H E N R Y O. S T A N L E Y , [
Inland
C H A S . E. O A K ,
) Fisheries and Gam e.

A LAUNDRY

The water in Mooselookmeguntic Lake
reached the danger mark Sunday after the
heavy rains of the fourth, and the gates at
Upper Dam were opened for a week. A t
H a s b e e n e s t a b lis h e d in t h e b u ild in g o o c u p l e d
this rate
there
will
be
need
of b y R a n g e l e y L a k e s , w h e r e y o u c a n l e a v e
retn?TWi°r before eyery Monday and it
water front Rangeley Lake, consequently w1nrhe
( V i H o ^ i n ^ F r f f i S satisfactory manner tho
R a n g e l e y L a k e s lias been very fortu it will be kept up for some time.
f rl(^ y - Regular prices.
nate, up to last week, in never having
d° ne at the leading laundry
Samuel E. Wheeler, of Portland, a in Farm ingtM
that not at all popular dish, known as
Franklin County boy, paid R a n g e l e y fromaTlp?rtfonhfLakes.WOrk CWl be Sent
“ pi.” It came though, a n d humble as it
L a k e s a visit Monday. Mr. Wheeler i s
was we eat it, there was no time to reset
H. K . JACKSON. Agent.
on the road all the time selling the Dirigo
and quite a lot of our sporting news was '
Pet Ledger a publication of his. He is to
necessarily omitted.
discontinue house keeping in Portland for
G. A. Proctor, has done a driving busi some months during which Mrs. Wheeler
ness in his Free Silver dishes, this is no will visit in Stillwater while Mr. W. will
pun on the recently built party platform travel in Wisconsin and Minnesota.
1 wish to inform the visitors and citizens
at Chicago but refers to the offer in his
that I am prepared to do all kinds of Laun
advertisement to furnish you with silver
The Rangeley Lake House Fireworksdry Work. Starching a specialty.
All orders promptly filled.
dishes free. If you are in need of such you
The guests of the Rangeley Lake House
will do well to make a call and inspect gave an exhibition of fireworks Monday
Mas. L. H. ELLIS,
them.
10 w. 5. *
Lake Street.
evening following the Fourth which was
Deputy Sheriff J. Ardine Blake, of witnessed by a large number of people.
Farmington, nominee for sheriff, was in It was a grand display and consisted of
the place Saturday. He received a tele fifty pieces. A printed program was dis
gram in the afternoon announcing that tributed, which gave a description of each
Ripans Tabules.
two prisoners from the jail at Farmington, one. A most unique poster was gotten
Ripans Tabules cure dizziness
Ripans Tabules cure headache.
Lake and Hewey, had escaped and re up by the hotel guests, which is on exhibiRipans Tabules cure constipatiqn.
questing him to return on first train. He bition in the office. This description was
Ripans Tabules; lo r sour stomachaccidently omitted last week.
did so.

Office

Laundry Notice.

